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Multi Belt Tracker

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Features

 Small footprint for tight applications
 Multiple slots for roller to adjust amount

of wrap on the tracking roller
 Stainless steel, nickel-plated, or painted

carbon construction
 Roller has internal bearings
 Mechanical paddle sensor
 Filter regulator unit

Tracker Operation Theory
The Eckels-Bilt automatic belt tracker is a pneumatically actuated active
tracking system. An active tracking system is in constant control of
the belt. Typical tracking tolerance is plus or minus 1/16” to 1/4” at the end
pulleys/ nose bar.

Sensor
A single sensor is utilized to sense the edge of the belt.  The belt will run plus
or minus 1/8 to 1/2 inch from the position of the sensor during operation.

Tracking Rollers
The actuator shifts the tracking roller(s) back and forth in a line parallel to
the belt direction.  This creates an angle between the roller(s) and the
conveyor belt.  The wrap of the belt over the tracking rollers along with
friction, belt tension, and roller angle generate tracking forces in the plane of
the belt.  The belt is actually “steered” by traction forces rather than edge
forces or differential tension forces that cause belt edge damage and uneven
stretching of the belt.
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The tracker will continuously operate as follows:
The air cylinder has two positions that correspond to the two positions of the
sensor valve.  Either extended or retracted. This skews the roller to either
bring the belt toward the sensor or push it away from the sensor. When the
belt is not pushing the paddle the valve is not activated and the cylinder will
be in the retracted position. This causes roller to be skewed to bring the belt
towards the sensor paddle. When the belt hits the sensor paddle, the valve is
activated causing the air cylinder to extend. This skews the roller in the other
direction and the belt responds by moving away from the sensor. The tracker
will continue this cycle as the belt moves on and off of the sensor paddle.

The frequency of this cycle will vary depending upon the belt speed and the
response of the belt to the tracking forces.  In general, the frequency will
range from 1 to 5 cycles in a fifteen-second-time period.

The Eckels-Bilt belt tracker utilizes a tie-rod type air cylinder. These air
cylinders are designed for cyclic type motion.  With clean, dry air and a slight
amount of lightweight oil, these cylinders will operate for years.

Leverage
Leverage is the key ingredient in creating the tracking power required to over
come mistracking forces.  That is why location of the belt tracker is so critical.
Generally, leverage is created by locating the tracker as far as possible from
other conveyor rollers that have any amount of belt wrap.

The tracker is generally located a one to two belt widths back from the tail
pulley. Eckels-Bilt engineers can also help determine the proper location for
the belt tracker to achieve maximum tracking power for your application.

Tracking Tolerance
In most applications, the belt will move laterally at the tracker plus or minus
1/4 to 3/4 inches.  This will translate to plus or minus 1/16 to 1/8 inch at the
in-feed roller.  These values can change depending on sensor type and other
conveyor variables.

Options
 Photo eye sensing
 Proximity sensing for harsh environments
 Safety covers/ Guards
 Reversing unit
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Installation Instructions
1. Remove the rollers from the Belt Tracker.

2. MOUNTING THE CYLINDER SIDE:
Clamp the cylinder side of the Belt Tracker to the conveyor frame at
the proper location.  Make certain it is level and squared with the
frame.  Mark the base plate mounting holes, drill them, and mount the
cylinder side with 3/8” bolts.

3. Extend the air cylinder to its neutral position (1/2 of its total stroke).
This centers the slide plate.

4. MOUNTING THE STATIONARY SIDE BRACKET:
Re-measure the distance and height of the mounting holes used to
mount the cylinder side.  Mark an equal distance and height on the
opposite side of the conveyor for the stationary side mounting holes.
Drill the holes and mount the bracket with 3/8” bolts.

5. Remove the stationary side plate from the bracket.  Place the cylinder
side end of the roller into the slots on the cylinder slide plate.  Position
the stationary side plate onto the other end of the roller, and then
mount the stationary side plate to the stationary side bracket with the
bolts centered in the slots. Lock rollers in place with retainer bar.

6. Mount the sensor bracket to the cylinder side of the conveyor frame on
either side of the Belt Tracker (refer to the drawings). If the sensor is a
photo eye or proximity sensor, refer to separate manual for sensor
instructions.

7. Make sure that all the rollers on your conveyor are squared with the
conveyor frames. The rollers do not need to be skewed to push
the belt into the sensor paddle.

8. With the air cylinder in its neutral position (extended ½ its full
stroke), mount the Automatic Belt Tracker so the rollers are squared
both vertically and horizontally with the conveyor frame.

9. Be sure that the air pressure is set at 40 psi.

It is recommended that the air pressure be hard-line plumbed to the
Automatic Belt Tracker to prevent disconnection.  THE AUTOMATIC
BELT TRACKER WILL NOT FUNCTION WITHOUT AIR
PRESSURE.
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10. Be sure that the sensor unit is plumbed correctly for your conveyor.
EXAMPLE:

a) With the belt movement through the Automatic Belt Tracker from
left to right and the belt not in contact with the sensor,

THE AIR CYLINDER SHOULD BE EXTENDED.
OR

b) With the belt movement through the Automatic Belt Tracker from
right to left and the belt not in contact with the sensor,

THE AIR CYLINDER SHOULD BE RETRACTED.

11. Pull the sensor arm back and forth to be certain that the air valves are
working properly.

12. With the belt centered on the conveyor, place the sensor arm at the
edge of the belt.  NOTE: The sensor unit can slide in and out to change
the placement of the belt.

13. After a few seconds, the Automatic Belt Tracker should begin cycling
(that is, the air cylinder will begin extending and retracting).
Depending upon the amount of traction between the roller and belt,
the air cylinder will make one full cycle every one to fifteen seconds.

14. If the air cylinder remains in one position longer than the other
position, move the stationary plate on the stationary side in the
opposite direction, increasing the angle of the roller.  Repeat this
procedure until the air cylinder shifts in a balanced cycle.

15. If the Automatic Belt Tracker shifts in cycles longer than fifteen
seconds, increase both cylinder travel control stops in equal amounts to
create larger roller angles.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING

The Automatic Belt Tracker should constantly be cycling while tracking the
belt. IF CYLINDER STOPS CYCLING, follow the procedure below.

1. Make sure that air is still being supplied to the tracker.

2. If the sensor is a paddle, manually move the sensor paddle to
determine if the cylinder will cycle.

3. IF THE CYLINDER CYCLES:

a) Check the stationary side of the tracker to determine if it is bolted
securely and in the same position it was in when the tracker was
operating correctly.

b) If the stationary side is in the same position, then the tracker needs
additional roller angle to move the belt.  Loosen the stationary side
plate bolts and slide the plate in the proper direction to increase the
existing roller angle (see the diagram below).

PLAN VIEW

NOTE: A need to adjust the stationary side of the tracker is a signal
that there is a misalignment in your system. Check nose bars
and/or rollers for incorrect alignment, build-up, or bearing wear.

3. IF THE CYLINDER DOES NOT MOVE with manual operation of the
sensor, increase the air pressure by 10-20 psi. If this does not start the
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cylinder then it is possible that one or both flow controls, located on the
air cylinder ports, are obstructed. Loosen the locking nut and turn the
adjustment knob to open the controls. This increases the size of the
passageway allowing the obstruction to pass through.  Reset the flow
controls so that the air cylinder has a smooth stroke. If the cylinder
still does not move the sensor or cylinder needs to be replaced.
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Recommended Maintenance Procedures

Item Frequency Description

1
Twice
Weekly

Activate sensors and confirm air valve and cylinder operation.
Cylinder(s) should smoothly extend/ retract

2 60 Days Check all hardware for loose bolts and /or nuts.
3 60 Days Check that all guards are in place and secure.
4 60 Days Grease bearings.  Use lithium-based NLGI #2 grease.

5 60 Days
Operate edge sensor/ push and pull paddle assembly to confirm
cylinder operation.

6 60 Days
Operate edge sensor/ push and pull paddle assembly to confirm
sensor operation.

7 60 Days
Operate edge sensor/ push and pull paddle assembly to confirm air
valve operation.

8 60 Days Inspect belt edge.  Inspect paddle assembly.  Replace if necessary.
9 60 Days Inspect all air lines and fittings.

10 60 Days Inspect slides for damage.  Replace if necessary.
11 Yearly Replace the sensor valve assembly
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Tracker Drawings

Sensor

Plumbing Schematic
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